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Chapter 4
PORTSMOUTH AND RETURN

We came back from annual leave to find Achilles prepared for sea, sailed for Australia on 20
January 1938, carried out a full-calibre shoot en route and berthed on Saturday at
Woolloomooloo for two weeks alongside during Sydney’s sesquicentennial celebrations. Of
nights, I think everybody from our ship could be seen with a bronzed lissom figure on his arm,
joining laughing crowds to watch Venetian carnivals, searchlight displays and fireworks over the
harbour filled with illuminated merchant vessels and warships. Colourful processions passed
along sunlit streets crowded with goodwill. And then came perversity - a marine disturbance
caused a tidal wave which rolled in across Bondi Beach to drown 22 bathers, while 200 more
had to be assisted from the water.

Shortly after this we sailed with the Australian Squadron to Jervis Bay, carrying out more war
games in the course of which Sydney’s Walrus radioed that she was making a forced landing out
of sight of the fleet, thus turning our games into real drama. But the amphibian landed in flat
calm and luckily one of our lookouts spotted it through nightglasses, in near dark at 2030 on 16
February. We called Sydney with the news, gave her our position, and kept a searchlight on the
plane until the Australian cruiser arrived and craned it inboard.

All the way back to New Zealand, calm weather and warm late summer sun had our foc’s’le
looking like a seal colony - with our sun-worshippers burned almost as brown, but in George
Sound, where we anchored on 2 March, the air turned cool.

After the Sounds, a visit to Stewart Island’s Oban Bay; Bluff Harbour, where we stayed an extra
day to eat monstrous succulent deep-sea oysters and rare steaks; then a pleasant warm
weekend in Dunedin, before battling our way north through angry green seas to Wellington. As
Achilles slewed through the heads with Barretts Reef to port, an extra large wave rolled our port
waist under seas avalanching down the deck to carry Able Seaman Jock Stewart overboard.
Almost immediately the alarm was given and a lifebuoy went hurtling overboard towards him.
Achilles had been making slow progress in the heavy seas, swung to starboard away from the
struggling seaman, and put the engines astern. Jock, being a strong swimmer, reached the
lifebuoy and pulled it over his shoulders to be drawn slowly alongside a waiting rope ladder up
which he climbed, still clothed in oilskins and sea-boots. A lucky man.

Two days later we passed Rangitoto Island on the way in to Auckland. Another two and we
passed it again en route to Russell, then we biffed off back to Wellington in a seemingly
uncoordinated several days of coastal sea-time which ended during one of the Capital’s more
boisterous windy nights. While the Straits ferry Rangatira attempted to reverse away from her
terminal for that night’s Lyttelton run, a
heavy gust blew her hard alongside
Achilles, tearing us away from our Clyde
Quay berth, forcing our dead ship across
harbour and jamming us against the
boat-harbour seawall near Oriental Bay.
By this time enough steam had been
raised to manoeuvre us cautiously out
into deep water, and by midnight we were
back alongside. Next morning our divers
went under for an extensive inspection
but, apart from grazes and lost paint, we
were not damaged.

April blended into May. In Hauraki Gulf
we fought it out with Leander, warded off
attacks from Hobsonville’s RNZAF
aircraft, exercised fleet manoeuvres with
Sis and England’s two New Zealand

Achilles at CalliopeWharf ahead of the Royal
Navy New Zealand Division ships Leith and
Wellington. Dunedin is in dry dock.
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based escort-vessels, Leith and Wellington.
On 7 May both cruisers’ complements stood
before the long lean frame of Rear Admiral
E. P,. Drummond to hear his farewell speech
upon being relieved by Commodore H. E.
Horan and, next month being cold, Achilles
made off north once more to show the flag.

Tonga beat us at cricket in Nukualofa, but we
won two rugby matches. At Pago the US
medico confined us all to our ship because
of cases of rubella in Achilles’ sickbay and
atoned by sending us several canisters of
the latest American films. Canoeists chanted
songs of welcome when we anchored in
Funafuti Island’s lagoon, then Navy Board
Wellington ordered us direct to Auckland,
where we arrived in mid July, remaining two
months before paying farewell visits to Lyttelton, Dunedin and Wellington.

Visitors thronged aboard at Lyttelton as at Dunedin, but in Wellington on Saturday 15 October we
found the pubs shut when we arrived. Election days were held on Saturdays and no pubs opened
during voting. They shut at 6 pm in any case, thus making it a dry argument until the results
came over the radio. Labour returned by 54 seats to 24. Micky Savage’s Government had already
brought New Zealand out of the world depression as if by magic; men no longer stood
despondent in breadlines now they had real jobs, were earning real money, and talking with
confidence.

Back in Auckland four days later, the Dockyard took Achilles over, checking through defect lists
while First Watch went on ‘fourteen days’ leave, followed by two weeks for the Second Watch
before sailing for Britain. A Town Hall civic farewell and dance at which tall wide-shouldered
Percy Hines spun his huge bass-fiddle like a’top, twanging and strumming popular beats to set
the tempo for our marine band, rounded off our Auckland entertainments for the commission.

In Suva Leander received a surprise when we eased against her rope-matted fenders, belayed
around double bollards., removed appropriate guardrail gates, and shoved our gangway on to her
waist deck to renew longterm friendships at rum-up.

She remained alongside in Suva on 8 December to cheer us on our way through pleasant seas
for 1880 miles to Tahiti, whose rugged peaks hid within morning cloud at sun-up five days later.
We lay rolling gently outside Papeete’s reef-entrance until the official launch came alongside
with a French pilot.

Within an hour our single-stacker rode securely tethered between fore and aft buoys, and after
dinner the Crusher read appropriate parts of the King’s Rules and Admiralty Instructions relating
to dire penalties to be expected for misdeeds in foreign ports. We thought of Captain Bligh,
couldn’t imagine Captain Glennie being so inhumane, and joked about the RPO’s ability to wield
a cat o’ nine tails.

That night warmed to the tempo of Tahiti’s tamure; smoke,, beer and champagne dispersed
caution; sailors whisked barefooted pretty young wahines, out into parks off Rue Pomare and
Rue du Jeanne d’Arc, laughing and singing their way to temporary romance. Then we were on
our way again. Captain Glennie authorised tombola, boxing tournaments, cinema-shows, and
deck-uckers - games of ludo played on 12-foot-square painted canvas ‘boards’ with 12”-diameter
coloured discs and 9”-cubed dice rolled from buckets. Teams dressed in piratical garb to be
cheered or booed by onlookers perched on everything unlikely to break; and so our 10-day run
from Tahiti to Balboa passed without boredom.

It was shortened considerably the day Skip asked for full-power trials to ensure nothing had
gone wrong when we grounded in Papeete. First, we left a substantial wake at 19 knots on two
boilers. Two more were flashed in B boiler-room and Achilles gradually brought ‘Prince of Wales
feathers’ up on either side of the foc’s’le when she reached 26 knots.
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‘Yes Sir, ready to flash-up,’ from C boiler-room’s Chief Stoker in answer to Captain Glennie’s
query.

‘Right, Chief - I want to see what we can do,’ and our captain’s usually impassive features
showed a boyish tinge of excitement rarely seen.

Achilles lifted her head in response; 29 knots, 30, 30.5 - 31 ... 32. She smashed through low
swells without dipping, burned paint off our funnel’s hip when exceeding our 32.5 designed
speed at 72,000 horsepower, left a trail of wild turbulence reaching to the western horizon.

‘She’s touching 34, Sir.’ The Engineer Commander’s eyes were aglow, apprehensive lest Skip
accept things as they stood.

Men ducked as spray driven by our own 40-mile-an-hour wind lashed across the foc’s’le.

‘Thirty-Six,’ from bridge to engine rooms in confirmation; around our upper-deck, right through
Achilles, the word passed quickly. ‘She’s touched thirty-six. It’s straight-up, man, she’s hit forty-
two miles an hour!’

No smoke: only clear heat waves rushing from our funnel. This watch of stokers knew their
Chiefs in A, B, and C boiler-rooms, responded to the flick of an eyelid; plugged their ears against
the tremendous forced-draught roar, howling burners, screaming turbines, and the weight of
extra induced atmospheric pressure keeping burner-flames confined within their fire bricked
white-hot furnaces. Slowly they brought steam pressure down; worked our power down from
several thousand horsepower above our designed 72,000. Before night fell we were steaming on
A room’s two superheated boilers, entering the last few hundred Miles, under star-drenched
velvet black, at economical speed.

We celebrated Christmas Day at sea, crossed the line at noon on Boxing Day, and arrived at
Panama at 0830 on 31 December to find the city festooned in Latin style. Riotous costumes
depicted intermingled nationalities with black, brown, white, and brindled features under wide-
brimmed straw hats with tassles, Mexican hats with showers of artificial fruit, Panama hats,
American sailors’ porkpies, our own round white flat-tops, Canal-Zone troops wearing lemon
squeezers, pilots in khaki forage-caps. And Latin girls walked straight out of travel magazines,
huge crimson hibiscus in their shining blue black hair, laughing crimson lips parted to reveal
perfect white teeth, black eyes sparkling in a myriad of flashing lights.

Just before midnight the crowds hushed,
groups forming to stand in awkward
reverence to the dying year. Seconds ticked
away. And then a cacophony of howling
sirens, clanging bells, deep-throated ships’
horns, car hooters, train whistles, klaxons, and
cheering participants in a night of revelry now
slashed by waving searchlights, shattered by
high-bursting rockets splattering the sky with
enormous rosettes of momentary beauty.

For ten minutes Panama entered a world of
fantasy in which everyone shook his
neighbour’s extended hand, kissed the
expectant lips of friendly senoritas.

Two days later Achilles negotiated the Canal and laid a course through uncomfortable seas for
Kingston, Jamaica, where we cleaned ship and opened it to visitors. Sailors from the English
cruiser York were in Kingston at the same time, and kriegsmarines off a German cruiser. We sat
alongside some of them when watching Achilles soccer team beat their German team 2-1. As
the game ended and we made for the gate, they shook our hands and said very prophetic words:
‘Auf wiedersehen!’

We sailed for Portsmouth on 10 January. Two days out, seas rose uneasily to roll us about in
heavy swells which lasted for a week, with temperatures dropping daily. Weather forecasts
predicted a deep depression in mid-Atlantic, with storm warnings worsening in successive
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bulletins; and on the night of the 18th Achilles ran before rising seas presaging a bad time for all
shipping.

By mid-forenoon our situation was dangerous enough for all hands to be ordered off the upper
deck. Mountainous swells with wind-torn crests crashed on to our quarterdeck, broke portholes
and flooded officers’ cabins while sweeping for’ard with everything behind the funnel under
water.

By now no one was allowed below the signal bridge. The baker was trapped in his bakehouse
and had to be rescued through a hole cut from the keyboard flat. Our Walrus had its tail
smashed; Navi measured the waves to be 70 feet high and their crests four ship lengths apart.
The rollers stretched from horizon to horizon without a break; and when we were in relative calm
between waves, the tops of oncoming stern seas could be seen rearing high over our gaff until
they lifted Achilles bodily, hefted her up at crazy angles, balanced her on breaking crests with
propellers racing, and then raged away to leave us struggling with aft-decks once more awash.

On the second night a big ship’s masthead lights appeared as she struggled against the storm,
answering our bridge-lamp query as to her name and condition:

‘What ship? How is it with you?’

‘USS Augusta. Doing 14 knots. How about you?’

‘HMS Achilles. No problems.’

Then our yeoman asked Skip if he wanted anything more added. ‘No. That’ll be sufficient.’ And
as our clipped reply was being sent, Skip muttered to himself, ‘Lying bugger, he’ll be lucky if he’s
doing five.’

The storm raged two days, rolled and sank a trawler, broke a tanker in half, and probably sank
others among those who’d made the many distress calls we read.

As in 1936, when we returned Diomede to England, our arrival created a wave of enthusiasm
among Imperial rates now so close to relatives and friends after three years of separation, but
we anchored off Spithead in bitterly cold rain for a further day to make our cruiser presentable
after her Atlantic battering.

In Portsmouth we
learned that Britain
hadn’t been taking
Hitler and
Mussolini’s
belligerency as
docilely as we’d been
led to believe. The
Royal Navy had been
mobilised on 28
September 1938 a
day before the Four-
Power Munich
Agreement between
Chamberlain,
Daladier, Hitler and
Mussolini. And now,
five months later,
cranes were working
on Hood’s armour
belts, altering her
design to modern
warfare requirements
while other capital ships and cruisers were at dockyard berths being brought up to date.
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Our New Zealand complement must have looked forlorn, or perhaps useless, so we were sent off
for ten days’ leave in two watches, mostly spent at service clubs, picture theatres and pubs, but
not by all. Some of us hired a car and ranged north into the depths of Scotland.

Second watch leave-men drifted back aboard with stories of acclamation and declamation
according to their experiences ashore in Britain, arriving into their messdecks to find many
strange faces; the Imperials had been replaced by new volunteers for Achilles’ next three-year
commission on our New Zealand Station. And in addition to these, whom we would come to
know as messmates, many others

overcrowded our living quarters on passage to join ships that had been brought out of reserve
in England and despatched to strategic bases overseas without full complements.

So on 23 February 1939 Achilles punched across the Bay of Biscay in heavy uncomfortable
weather, running through Gibraltar Straits with a decreasing stern sea, and swinging into
Gibraltar Bay through calm water with almost everybody topsides for the view.

On 28 February we went to sea for independent exercises, joined other cruisers for two more
days of fleet manoeuvres where, for once, our new Imperials were taught more by us than we
learned from them, and where we became more and more acquainted with our new captain,
Edward Parry, who had joined the Royal Navy in 1905. We left Gibraltar on 20 March for Malta’s
Grand Harbour, staying there for long enough to give both watches a night’s leave.

Most went ashore in the pinnace,
made for Strada Gut and once
again heard familiar cries outside
cafe doorways: ‘Come inside Jack,
all your ship’s company in here,
both drunk, dancing and singing,
sixpence a bottle!’ First-timers fell
for the Maltese matrons’ patter,
entered to find empty tables
outside a heavily curtained
doorway, bought drinks at
considerably more than sixpence
a bottle, gradually realised there’d
be no dancing or singing, pulled
the curtain aside to find a blank
wall, and left with the blowsy
doorkeeper’s sale-line directed
towards other potential victims.

Small tailoring shops vied for
naval custom, measured clients for uniforms and overcoats to be paid for now and delivered at
the next port of call. A hundred years of trade with the Royal Navy ensured full guarantee of
satisfaction, similarly with portraiture, shoes, almost anything, and those who entered into such
contracts were not disappointed. When Achilles bypassed our scheduled stop at Port Said there
were thoughts of purchases lost for ever, but Malta traders knew the Navy, and when we dropped
anchor at Ismailia - 30 miles into Suez Canal - their agents came aboard with all the ordered
gear, apparently unconcerned about the inconvenience our change of ports must have caused
them.

And further south, on April Fool’s Day, the first of two events separated by three months was
about to occur; events which were to prove a major inconvenience to Achilles in her early war
experiences.

When cruising down the centre of the Red Sea, Captain Parry decided to catapult our Walrus but
was informed there were gremlins in the catapult. ‘All right, crane it out for surface takeoff,’ and,
turning to Navi, ‘Log our position please. ‘21’ 14 N, 380 04 E went into the log with appropriate
remarks about aircraft launching.
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Peter Trent, hometown Christchurch, joined the NZ Division of the Royal Navy at Philomel Base in
1931, served on Dunedin and Diomede as a telegraphist, and was now the radio operator and
machine gunner on our Walrus.

Pilot Officer Nichols, his observer, and Peter Trent had already manned the Walrus, whose motor
was burbling relatively quietly after its first rowdy warm-up, and now they went outboard on the
long thin crane-wire, slumped slightly when Peter released the grab and tricing wires, and drifted
astern of Achilles, which was still moving slowly ahead. Everything went smoothly until Skip asked
if the aircraft had taken off, and our senior RAF ground-crew corporal came racing up on to the
bridge to report what he’d seen through the binoculars: ‘The plane’s going over on its side, sir.’

Not enough reaction for the RAF corporal, who yelled: ‘This is the quickest way I’ve ever seen to
lose an aircraft and three men! Why don’t you get your ship over there and rescue those people?

Perhaps it was inter-service protocol, or was it perhaps the urgency of the moment? Either way,
his remarks went unpunished. Achilles came about quickly, closed the distance and slipped the
cutter, which could, do no more than rescue the three crew from their inflated dinghy and pull
clear as L2241 slowly sank. Although it didn’t get prominence in the enquiry, It seems that the
water-rudder, used only when taxiing about the surface, had become engaged before lift-off,
swinging the Walrus hard to port, crumpling the port wing float, and digging the lower wing under
water to put her on her side, from where she filled slowly and sank. A significant loss but, ‘Never
mind, we’ve got a spare Walrus at Hobsonville.’

At least we had no more need to man the 2nd W/T office reconnaissance-wave and there was
now an extra Leading Tel. to assist in our long Portishead - England and Awarua-New Zealand
commercial routines, which kept us busy biffing out long personnel telegrams averaging 30
words a time for the Post Office charge of two shillings and sixpence. Apart from buying presents
at Aden, Colombo, and Singapore, the remainder of our return journey left little impact. We oiled
at Singapore’s naval base and sailed for Auckland on 22 April 1939.

In January 1939 an Admiralty memorandum had arrived with other secret correspondence for
Navy Office Wellington. It outlined British naval policy in the event of war with Germany and Italy,
following the guidelines for sea-trade protection that had been used successfully during World
War 1, and including British and French naval dispositions propounded for August 1939 in various
oceans. ‘By such means we have In the past succeeded in protecting shipping on essential
routes,’ the memorandum advised, ‘and it is intended to rely on these methods again, adapting
them to the problems under review.’

HMS Dunedin as flagship of the New Zealand Division of the Royal Navy off the coast of the
South Island in 1929. Along with Diomede she introduced what was to be a long association with
cruiser sized vessels in the RNZN. From the Auckland News 1929.

Mid-1939 saw the world whirling out of control, sliding into an international vortex from which
there was no escape. On 7 April Italy seized Albania. A week later Britain conferred at high level
with Russia. On 21 April England introduced conscription into her services and on the following
day Hitler reacted by denouncing the AngloGerman naval treaty and his non-aggression pact with
Poland. Britain clinched a defence agreement with Turkey on 12 May. Italy and Germany signed a
military cooperation pact on 22 May, the day before Polish ministers put pen to paper in London.
Britain promised military support for Poland should Hitler march east across his frontier.

While we learned of these distant rumblings through New Zealand broadcasting stations and
newspapers, Achilles did a short southern cruise interrupted by more Trentham Camp frolics, and
embarked our Governor-General and his family for an Island cruise.
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Left: Lord and Lady Galway departing
Ngaruawahia in a waka.
Lord Galway, George Vere Arundell Monckton-
Arundell, eighth Viscount, PC, GCMG, DSO,
OBE, KGStJ. MA (Oxon) (1882-1943), fifth
Governor-General of New Zealand, occupied the
master suite aboard Achilles, flying his royal-blue
rectangular flag with its golden lion above a
golden crown and DOMINION OF NEW
ZEALAND lettering.
And now occurred the second event related to
our Walrus lost in the Red Sea on I April, three
and a half months earlier. Achilles approached
Aitutaki in the Cook islands on 15 July, having

just repaired our new amphibian’s wingtips after they had bumped the Ship’s side in a slight roll
during her last inboard hoist - a precarious evolution even in the slightest of swells, as her
wingtips cleared the hull by only six feet when outboard on the crane wire. On this occasion,
nothing went wrong in catapulting off. Firing chamber drained and wiped dry; cordite charge
inserted; hydraulics checked out; cradle run back on its fully extended catapult runway; throttle
advanced as our Catapult Officer waved the green flag round and round his head; the pilot’s
readiness ‘thumb-upped’; and a perfect launch when the circling green flag whipped down, the
charge fired, and the hydraulics automatically triggered to boost the aircraft along the track.
Within minutes they were zooming low over Aitutaki’s wildly excited population, absolutely
stealing the show. None of the islanders had seen an aeroplane before and the Governor-
General happily accepted second place in the morning’s entertainment. He encountered further
relegation when Peter Trent’s Aldis lamp blinked readiness to land and asked for a slick.

Achilles swung her stern to broom an area of still water, on which the Walrus alighted without
incident before puttering alongside its slowly moving parent. Already on the upper wing in his
safety harness, Peter looked upward with confidence in crane-driver Jackie Alder, who zipped
the heavy-weighted grab down to within easy handling distance above Peter’s head. In
moments, grab and lifting eye were coupled, wingtip tricing wires affixed, and the crane operator
signalled to hoist. Alder swung his crane lever round to engage its fluid clutch - and then the
‘effluent hit the fan’.

The grab hadn’t clamped. Achilles now dragged her plane over on its side by the tricing wires
while Peter fought the grab’s immovable safety-pin, which should have slid out with finger
pressure. He tugged with his foot against a strut, but it wouldn’t budge, and he found himself
taking a deep breath before going under the bottom wing with the capsized Walrus taking him
down. Clear water enabled him to see his safety-harness catch but, as he tried to release the
tongue, a huge air-bubble moved along the submerged wing and took him with it - minus the
still-fastened harness, which parted, although tested to several hundred pounds breaking strain.

An enthusiastic seaboat’s crew drove their whaler swiftly towards the now fully capsized
seaplane, took way off too late and stove a hole in its after-hull to a string of abuse from the
pilot Bill Sykes and Peter, who were scrambling about fixing ropes for an attempt at salvage. The
whaler then carved a long gash in the wing while backing off, allowing air to escape from both
fuselage and wing, leaving insufficient buoyancy and sealing the aircraft’s fate.

Adding insult to injury, Regulating Petty Officer Tommy Tollerton, on hearing a rumour that Peter
Trent had drowned, noted the fact in his Daily Routine Book and stopped his tot!

When Achilles arrived back in Auckland there were no more flying-machines for her. Spare parts,
yes; but of what use were they without her Walrus. DJR


